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work of the Friends of Laguna Atascosa. Your donations play an importantwork of the Friends of Laguna Atascosa. Your donations play an important

role in keeping the refuge naturally wild and growing thoughrole in keeping the refuge naturally wild and growing though

conservation, research, restoration and education.conservation, research, restoration and education.

DONATE

Do you miss shopping at the Nature Store at Laguna
Atascosa as much as we miss seeing you? Well, we now have
an online store! So, after you read the newsletter, grab that
credit card and head on over to our Online Nature Store.

Boyd Blihovde, Refuge Manager, Headed to Alaska
“Good friends never say goodbye. They simply say, “See you soon."

All of us at FLANWR were very sad to hear of Boyd's big news to move on from Laguna
Atascosa to the Yukon Delta NWR. While we are sad to see him leave us, we are all very
excited, too, as this will definitely be a big adventure for him and his family. We will
especially miss Boyd's enthusiasm, positive attitude, and approachability, always being
available even at a whim to offer sound advice and support for the Friends. Boyd is the
type of person who is always willing to help out, even when he is not required to, just
because he has such passion for what he is doing. I will never forget the time we were
picking up mountains of plastic trash at a Bahia Grande cleanup and thought we had
finally made some progress on an area, just to realize all the crunching under the marsh
grass we were stepping on was all plastic bottles! Instead of giving up on this endless
endeavor, he encouraged me to dive into it and continue on. We wish him and his family
well on this next chapter of their lives and hope that the Yukon Delta NWR will be able to
appreciate him as much as we have. - Nicole Ekstrom, FLANWR President

Boyd is leaving Laguna Atascosa NWR and
the Rio Grande Delta and heading to

Boyd Blihovde
Leadership + Land = Legacy

Boyd Blihovde has provided progressive
leadership in forwarding the mission of Laguna
Atascosa Refuge. During his seven-year tenure
as refuge manager, he has experienced
numerous successes, although he would deny
being responsible for any of them. Noteworthy
achievements during his tenure include the
construction of wildlife underpasses, repair and
repaving of State Highway 106 and Buena
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Yukon Delta NWR in Alaska. Joining him in
this grand adventure are his wife, Gisela
Chapa, and twins Ava and Taylor.

Boyd has been an active manager, from
running in the Ocelot Conservation Day in
an Ocelot costume to participating in trash
clean-up and habitat restoration projects
and even wrangling rattlesnakes. He
frequently brings the kids along to make
sure he does things correctly.

Friend, Naturalist, Dad

As a long time volunteer and Friends of
LANWR board member I feel a deep sense
of appreciation and respect for the
leadership Boyd has demonstrated during
his tenure as manager at LANWR. 
Tenacious about wildlife habitat
preservation, his accomplishments in land
acquisition have been especially
outstanding, maximizing opportunities by
working closely with NGO partners,
landowners, FWS staff and other
government agencies. Boyd has put
together a dedicated biology, maintenance
and visitor center staff who have in turn
annually enlisted interns and volunteers
who make significant contributions to the
mission of the refuge. And he has always
been sure to sincerely acknowledge and
thank all of them. Thanks especially for his
exceptional relationship with Friends
of LANWR.  

Beyond the work environment, I consider
Boyd a personal friend and have had the
opportunity to discover his passion for the

Vista Road, increased support of turtle and
pelican rescues, the steady progress to open the
Bahia Grande unit to the public, the growth of a
many-faceted public outreach program
including such topics as art, astronomy, fishing,
archery, and, just recently, the move to reopen
the newly named Steve Thompson Wildlife
Drive to the public after a seven year closure.
But if you would ask Boyd what he considers to
be the most important progress made during his
tenure, you might be surprised at his response.
In a recent interview with Boyd, there was no
hesitation: "By far, the most progress towards
conserving wildlife population in South Texas
(not just at Laguna) has been in acquiring land
within the Bahia Grande Coastal Corridor.
Since 2015 our partners (mainly The
Conservation Fund and The Nature
Conservancy) have been able to acquire some
key tracts that contain some of the last
undeveloped land along the coast of the Laguna
Madre. ... These lands are not only critical for
keeping a wildlife corridor open between Bahia
Grande and Laguna Atascosa, but also preserve
mostly untouched land that is in short supply on
the coast of Cameron County." Boyd's quiet but
confident leadership style overcame budget
constraints and cattle tick infestations. Laguna
Atascosa is in a better position to face the future
pressures of encroaching development because
of his leadership. That is an excellent legacy to
leave for all South Texas. Thanks, Boyd!

Contributed by J. David Book

https://www.fws.gov/refuge/yukon_delta/


natural world during many refuge bike
rides, canoeing, an overnight camping hike
in the wilds of SPI and countless
conversations. 

But most of all, I admire Boyd as a
dedicated and loving husband and father
who, amongst professional demands,
shares his sense of adventure and wonder
in the natural world with Gisela, Ava and
Taylor. I wish them all the best in their
Alaskan adventure and all future
endeavors.

Contributed by Bob Severson

Creature Feature:
Nine-banded Armadillo

The only armadillo found in South Texas
and in the United States is the nine-banded
armadillo. “Armadillo” in Spanish means
“little armored one” and is the only mammal
that has protective armor. Many people
think of armadillos as animals that are able
to roll up in a ball. However, many species
of armadillos like the nine-banded are
unable to do this!

Photos: USFWS/Chris Quezada



Coronavirus Update
The Refuge is open from sunrise to sunset but the Visitor Center is closed until further notice. All
programs are cancelled. Fees are also suspended at this time.

Steve Thompson Wildlife Drive (formerly Bayside) is closed to all activity. Please remain on designated
trails when on the refuge and practice the recommended guidelines in effect for your safety and the safety
of others. Remember, cell service is limited in many areas of the refuge.

For additional information call 956-244-2019, contact Christopher Quezada at
christopher_quezada@fws.gov or read the official statement at savetexasocelots.net

Fun videos and links
Penguins looking at art at a museum: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=C6buz-
qJsNQ&feature=youtu.be
Meet the new wallaby at the Cincinnati Zoo: http://cincinnatizoo.org/news-
releases/baby-wallaby-releases-itself-from-quarantine-at-the-cincinnati-zoo/
Visit our friends at Sea Turtle Inc.: https://youtu.be/TCjtRrdgCR4

LANWR Visitor's Center Closed

Refuge Open Sunrise to Sunset 

Ocelot License Plate Available

Save Texas Ocelots
The last remaining ocelots in the United
States are found only in Texas. You can
help save these beautiful endangered cats
and help spread the word about
protecting Texas Ocelots by buying this
specialty license plate for your vehicle for
only $30.00 additional. 
Friends of Laguna Atascosa National
Wildlife Refuge receives $22.00 from the
sale of every Save Texas Ocelots license
plate, 100% of which goes to Ocelot
Conservation. Buy Now

Adopt an Ocelot
Ocelots need your help. You can Adopt an
Ocelot to help our population of
endangered cats survive and thrive in
South Texas. Adopt Now

Show your Laguna Pride - Shop & Support

https://www.texasocelots.com/
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=C6buz-qJsNQ&feature=youtu.be
http://cincinnatizoo.org/news-releases/baby-wallaby-releases-itself-from-quarantine-at-the-cincinnati-zoo/
https://youtu.be/TCjtRrdgCR4
https://renew.txdmv.gov/Renew/SpecialPlateOrderServlet?grpid=60&pltid=368
https://www.texasocelots.com/donate-1


The Nature Store at
Laguna Atascosa is one
source of funds for
projects the Friends
support at the Refuge.
Shopping here keeps
your dollars local and
you can rest assured
that funds are put to
good use supporting
many projects on this
wonderful Refuge.

Many, but not all, of the
store items are posted. If
you are looking for
something in particular,
please use the "Contact
Us" form at the bottom of
the store home page and
we'll will get back to you
within 24 hours.

Back

Go Shopping!

Front

Our new t-shirt, of wicking
material, comes in lots of sizes:
Youth - Small, Medium, Large
Women's - Extra Small to Extra
Large
Unisex - Small to XXXXL

Now available in long sleeve,
adult sizes only, Small to XXL.

Proudly printed locally!

Laguna Atascosa
National Wildlife Refuge

22688 Buena Vista Rd.
Los Fresnos, TX   78566

956-244-2019  
 

Refuge remains open daily,
sunrise-sunset

Refuge Fees Currently Suspended

Go to the Refuge Site

https://flanwrnaturestore.square.site
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/laguna_atascosa/

